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To remain competitive, organisations today must understand and access the key levers of customer experience and 
customer value.  In the current environment of economic uncertainty, the right customer metrics can mean the difference 
between black and red numbers in the financial accounts.

This report is based on research undertaken by our Operational Excellence Network to identify how organisations can devise 
the optimal set of customer metrics to serve the needs of the entire organisation, establish a robust link between customer 
experience and financial results, and truly enable customer-centricity and value creation. 

To order this report, or for further information, please go to www.corven.com or telephone +44 (0)20 3326 2946.
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Approach to the research
This research was undertaken to address a topic that members of the Operational Excellence Network indicated was of general interest.  
Having refined the scope of the work with Network members, we undertook desk research and drew up our hypotheses. The hypotheses 
were tested in detailed interviews with over 20 respondents to our survey who represented 13 organisations across a range of industries, 
including Energy, Utilities, Financial Services, Telecoms and Travel. 

Our objective was to understand not just what customer metrics these organisations use, but why those metrics were chosen, how they 
were defined and how they are put to use. We sought to discover what measurements work, and what are the key challenges to their use.

We also held a research seminar in January 2012 attended by delegates from 12 organisations who shared their practical experience, 
insights, ideas and best practices.

To order this report, or for further information, please go to www.corven.com or telephone +44 (0)20 3326 2946.

Scope of the report
To remain competitive, organisations today must understand and access the key levers of customer experience and customer value.  In the 
current environment of economic uncertainty, the right customer metrics can mean the difference between black and red numbers in the 
financial accounts.

This report is based on research undertaken by our Operational Excellence Network to identify how organisations can devise the optimal set 
of customer metrics to serve the needs of the entire organisation, establish a robust link between customer experience and financial results, 
and truly enable customer-centricity and value creation. 

Our research identified four key themes that form the structure of this report:

 • Measures - linking what you measure to what the customer wants and expects, and your organisation’s strategy

 •  Measurement - determining when and how to measure

 •  Diagnosis - analysing the measurements to identify the root cause of the issue, or the opportunity

 •  Action - identifying the key levers of customer experience, behaviour and value.

 •  What are the underlying assumptions that justify the measurement of innovation performance? 

 •  What are the limitations and constraints on any meaningful measure of innovation performance?

 •  What is the best way to design a measurement system?

Contents of this report include:

Author profiles

Chapter 1: Measures
 • What organisations measure

 • How many metrics do you need? 

 • The five customer metrics that should be measured by most organisations

 • Measuring what’s not numeric

 • Ensuring consistency across borders

 • Metrics that indicate the future

 • Gaining a holistic view of the customer experience 
 
Case study: Building a single view of the customer through a customer index

Customer Metrics
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Customer Metrics

Chapter 2: Measurement
 • Who to measure

 • When to measure

 • How to measure

 • Match the measurement to its purpose

Chapter 3: Diagnosis
 • Drilling down from the symptom to the root cause / opportunity

 • Who does the diagnosis?

 • Moving quickly from symptom to root cause

 • Special considerations for the B2B challenge 
 
Case study: A mobile phone and internet service provider  
 
Case study: A large transportation company

Chapter 4: Action
 • Creating the governance that drives action

 • Reaching the right people to take action

 • Handling customer dissatisfaction

 • Enhancing customer experience

 • Examples of good practice in a B2B situation

Conclusion

To order this report, or for further information, please go to www.corven.com or telephone +44 (0)20 3326 2946.
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—The Corven Group

Corven is an integrated group of businesses all focussed on creating value from strategic change.  We work with the largest 
companies on their most important management issues, delivering long-term results and building sustainable capability. 

We operate through the following divisions:

Corven Consulting: a global management consulting firm with offices in the UK and North America

Corven Networks: an exclusive network of leaders committed to fostering innovation, growth, leadership and 
operational excellence

Corven Ventures: a UK-based activist principal finance investor

Working as a single firm, we integrate these capabilities to deliver greater value to our clients and investments. This 
allows us to offer innovative and tailored solutions that we believe in.

www.corven.com | info@corven.com
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